Abstract-The LED lamps replace traditional lamps is the direction of development domestic and abroad.It mainly introduced the LED lamp brightness control method from the aspect of software, then research and production of the LED efficient drive based on a IC chip digital boost constant current regulator, for the actual driving high power LED. It was realized 6 level control on the brightness of LED. The microcontroller controls D/A converter to make the output different voltage values through software programming, and then adjusts the DC/DC conversion circuit current size, finally implements LED brightness control. The experimental makes it possible to have the lamp with adjustable brightness, energy saving, achieve a wide range of voltage, current constant and so on.
INTRODUCTION
For global lighting industry, 2012 is an unusual year because the government around the world starts to promote energy-saving policies and ban incandescent lamps. Meanwhile, the cost of LED lights keeps falling. All these advantages help to stimulate the development of the energysaving market. As the energy shortage raises energy-saving awareness around the world, incandescent lamps have to fade out from lighting industry. EU, USA, Japan, China have worked out the roadmap of banning incandescent lamps. Europe's households have set off widely banning inefficient 60 watt light bulbs from September 1st 2011.The inefficient 60 watt light bulbs are taken place of CFLs and LEDs. And European Union legislation will ban the manufacture and import of all incandescent bulbs since September 1st 2012. America starts to phase out traditional 100 watt incandescent light on January 1st. Japanese government has encouraged major electronics retailers and home appliance makers to voluntarily halt production and sales of incandescent bulbs to save power this summer. And Panasonichas announced to stop production of incandescent bulbs used in household market before October 31th, 2012.The Chinese government announced a time frame for the phasing-out of incandescent lamps.
China will ban imports and sales of 100W and higher incandescent bulbs starting from October 1st, 2012, and ban on 60W and higher incandescent bulbs starting October 1st from October 1st, 2015 to September 30th,2014. The time will serve as an evaluation period in 2016. At present a lot of enterprises are optimistic about the LED of this sunrise industry development space ,also accelerate a LED technology's breakthrough in our country, the LED lights gradually replaced the white matter light is an inevitable trend in the future.
II. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF SYSTEM HARDWARE
System overall plan design include:the design of DC/DC driving circuit, sampling, a voltage reference and feedback circuit design, single-chip control circuit design. Scheme diagram as shown in figure 1. 
III. SYSTEM HARDWARE CIRCUIT DESIGN

A. Chip profile
The AT89S52 is a low-power, high-performance CMOS 8-bit microcontroller with 8K bytes of in-system programmable Flash memory. The device is manufactured using Atmel's high-density nonvolatile memory technology and is compatible with the industry-standard 80C51 instruction set and pinout. The on-chip Flash allows the program memory to be reprogrammed in-system or by a conventional nonvolatile memory programmer.
The Idle Mode stops the CPU while allowing the RAM, timer/counters, serial port, and interrupt system to continue functioning. The Power-down mode saves the RAM contents but freezes the oscillator, disabling all other chip functions until the next interrupt or hardware reset.
B. Hardware circuit
As shown in Figure 2 ,a single chip AT89S52 reset circuit is made of the K1 key, C8 capacitor and R14, R16 resistor. MCU reset circuit consists of a power on reset, button level reset and button reset pulse. The system selects the button level reset, it is realize that supply is switched on through the reset terminal of the resistor RST R16 and Vcc power. During the button level reset,the reset signal ensure high level duration longer than 2 machine cycles. The AT89S52 chip's clock circuit composed of an oscillating circuit and a frequency dividing circuit.The oscillating circuit are made of an inverter , external parallel quartz crystal and a capacitor for generating an oscillating pulse. The divider circuit uses oscillating pulse frequency resolution, to obtain the requiring clock signal. Its high gain inverting amplifier has the input end pin XTAL1 and the output pin XTAL2. It were connected with the quartz crystal oscillator(oscillation frequency of 12MHz)and a two capacitor(capacitor C11 and C12 from 22pF)on the chip through these two pins. The quartz crystal as a sensitive element and capacitor constitute oscillation loop for which on-chip amplifier provide with positive feedback and oscillation of the desired phase shift conditions, thereby form a stable self-excited oscillator.
It is not used directly for the microcontroller but to be divided that the oscillation signal is generated by the oscillation circuit, the frequency can be various microcontroller associated clock signal, as shown in figure 2.Oscillation pulse is as the system clock signal by two divider, it generates ALE signal divided by three on the basis of the two divider, and get the machine cycle signal divided by six on the basis of two divider.The P0 port is used as the data sent to the D/A converter, the P0 port hasn't pull-up supreme resistor internal, therefore connection with an external pull-up resistor RST1.
C. D/A conversion circuit
The D/A conversion circuit's chip is DAC0832,it is fully compatible with microprocessors.D/A converter are made of the 8 bite input latch,8-bit DAC register, 8 D/A conversion circuit and conversion control circuit.
The system adopt to DAC0832 straight.They are grounded low-level access GND that the chip select signal CS, the data latch strobe input pin WR1,the data transfer control signal input pin XFER and DAC register strobe input pin WR2.The data latched allow eighth pin is reference voltage of Vref, the reference voltage is 2.5V if you adjust external sliding rheostat R15.Because of the chip DAC0832 being a form of current output, you have to add an op-amp that it convert the current to voltage directly.
The converted voltage is a negative pressure in the external,then through the op-amp OP07 constituted reverse proportional amplifier, where is the OP07 magnification such as the equation (1) 
D. Negative pressure generating circuit
The circuit turns a positive input voltage into the negative output voltage adopting the DC / DC converter and the chip ICL7660S because the amplifier OP07 works in the negative voltage state in the D/A conversion circuit,where is the opposite polarity of Vin and Vout. The circuit achieves the voltage polarity converter using the oscillator and multichannel analog switches, thus quiescent current small, high conversion efficiency, simple peripheral circuit.
As shown in Figure 2 .The desired negative voltage is made of an ICL7660S plus the three 10uF capacitor. The capacitor C9, C10, C12 is the 10uF tantalum capacitor that has leakage small and low dielectric loss, in order to improve the efficiency of power conversion. When is Vcc <+ 6.5V, 5 feet can be directly used as output; When is Vcc> + 6.5V, the output circuit is connected in series to a fast diode to avoid damage chip.
IV. THE SYSTEM SOFTWARE PROGRAMMING FLOW CHART
The program adjust to the LED lamp beads brightness through the control of the key K2 and K3. When you do press the K3 key each time, X increased by 20,where is X LED brightness variable, then the LED brightness is enhanced; that the control signal input pin is connected to the high level Vcc, such DAC0832 work being the straight way. When you do press the K2 ,X reduced by 20, thus the LED brightness is weakened. The system reads the appropriate values which it compared with the procedures set value, whether it is determined the press K2 or K3.The PWM signal is changed by the microcontroller intermittent so as to change the load current value (a small value of the current of the electromagnet), while the microcomputer does other work in most of the time, the load current value can be maintained unchanged during this time until the next variable flow operation.
The set current value is multiplied by 20 whether the output current meet the requirements or not, so as to achieve the purpose of the constant current. If the output voltage and current is not normal a PWM signal with 0% duty cycle would deliver by the microcontroller immediately ,the power supply stop the output, and prevent damage from the power supply and LED lighting.If the microcontroller receives fault detection instruction a central control unit returns a fault response at this time for the power supply and lighting maintenance conveniently. If the system receives a dimming command that it will enter the interrupt subroutine and realize dimming function in a sampling period.The microcomputer control PWM regulator current through the open loop,there is no strict requirements of the load current value and the expected microcomputer signal output,there is the positive correlation between the upper limit (the actual current is greater than a certain value ) and lower ( full power failure) restrictions.The system control the DC/DC circuit corresponding output current by analog dimming circuit. Table 1 is DC-DC each main index test results.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. DC-DC each main index test results
B. The brightness of the lamp and 4.5V battery use time
The 4.5v battery continuously supply for 86 hours.The similar products can only consecutively work for maximum 10 hours on the market, for there are always a significant reduction in electricity losses. 
VI. CONCLUSION
The project achieve the multiple LED current value of the control, there can mix the four kinds of brightness with a dimmer. Based on the above conclusions,the system can be applied to many occasions at multiple LED control, such as surgical lights, home lighting, large outdoor lighting design, as well as hand-held flashlight. It can achieve the purpose of energy saving,then have low energy consumption, and high efficiency, The LED lamp industry has a certain great meaning. 
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